EGR 330
SPRING 2021

Work with ETHOS Center international partners to develop innovative engineering solutions to real problems affecting real people. This course is open to juniors and seniors interested in working across cultures, engaging a challenging design problem, and learning more about Human Centered Design (HCD) and appropriate technology.

DON'T WAIT!
Benefits of taking EGR 330 NOW!

*priority for a future ETHOS international breakout (Jan, March, or May 2022)
*collaborate virtually on international projects with college students in Mexico
*Flexibility to count this spring's EGR 330 for an ETHOS immersion in 2022 (with exceptions)

You may not be able to travel to their country, but our international partners are still hoping to collaborate for engineering solutions that address community challenges. So join us for EGR 330 in the spring and also consider collaborating with our international ETHOS partners through the summer (stipends available).

Seats will be limited!

Contact The ETHOS Center for more information at ETHOS@udayton.edu